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ABSTRACT

Excessive usage of internet by most of the applications that use internet of things (IoT) has resulted in need for high bandwidth network. Light fidelity (LiFi) is one such network having bandwidth in terms of GigaHertz, but LiFi has a limited propagation range hence it can be deployed only in the local area. When IoT nodes are connected using LiFi network in the local area they start pushing large data to the cloud there by arising need for flow control. Some of the IoT applications such as patient monitoring systems and nuclear systems, generate critical data. The protocol for flow control in this case should be based on priority of data since critical data with high priority have to be transmitted first. We develop a flow control protocol named priority based flow control protocol (PFCP) by providing priority to flows that carry critical data especially in IoT system that use LiFi network. We evaluate performance of different transmission control protocol (TCP) variants and modify TCP variant that yields maximum goodput according to the priority based protocol developed and demonstrate that flows that carry critical data are given priority compared to non-prioritized flows.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet of things (IoT) applications such as smart hospitals, smart security systems, home automation system, smart education systems, generate large amount of data which need to be transmitted as quickly as possible since they have minimum storage capacity [1]. As a consequence, there is a need for wireless network with large bandwidth. Visible light communication (VLC) is a potential solution for this with bandwidth in terms of GigaHertz. Light fidelity (LiFi) is wireless technology with VLC as physical medium. The propagation range of LiFi is around 10 meters and also light cannot penetrate through walls hence it is suitable for indoor environments [2]. IoT applications which can be deployed indoor such as hospital wards, home security systems, and nuclear plants can avail IoT setup upon VLC physical medium. Moreover, VLC is secure since the data is not breached and it is also safe to human eyes.

Since the IoT nodes built on LiFi use high bandwidth only in local area, need for flow control arises when these data are to be transmitted to outside LiFi network which may have comparatively low bandwidth thus, requiring suitable flow control protocol. The flow control protocol in this case should be light weight to accommodate processing constraint of IoT nodes. Context aware applications such as IoT based health monitoring systems [3], nuclear systems and surveillance systems generate data which can be critical at times, these data are to be given priority during data transmission. Our research work is focused on developing flow control protocol based on priority named priority based flow control protocol (PFCP) by
modifying the transmission control protocol (TCP) protocol such that prioritized flows avail large window size during congestion compared to other flows. The major contribution of our work is to provide good quality service in terms of goodput, packet delivery ratio to prioritized flows when congestion is anticipated in IoT environment built on high bandwidth LiFi network

Some of the IoT protocols such as lightweight RESTful applications [4], and constrained application protocol (CoAP) [5], are deployed using user datagram protocol (UDP) since it is free from timeouts and retransmissions. However, middle boxes like firewall do not allow UDP flows. This resulted in usage of TCP in IoT applications such as CoAP [6], advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP) [7], message queue telemetry transport (MQTT) [8], and hypertext transfer protocol version 2 (HTTP/2) [9]. We use TCP in our work since it is a prominent protocol with reliability, in-order packet delivery and flow control also, it ensures secure and reliable transmission. Moreover, for applications such as critical health care and military Surveillance systems UDP is not suitable as it lacks quality of service (QoS) requirement like guaranteed delivery. Hence TCP can be a promising transport layer protocol for IoT with guaranteed delivery and flow control. Our work is carried out in three stages: i) First, we evaluate performance of TCP variants namely, NewReno [10], Vegas [11], Veno [12], Bic [13], Scalable [14], Hybla [15], HighSpeed TCP (HTCP) [16], HighSpeed [17], Illinois [18], Yeah [19], Westwood [20] and Westwood plus [21] in single flow IoT environment built on LiFi and find out the variant that yields maximum goodput; ii) Second, we demonstrate that the variant (yielding high goodput) does not guarantee any priority to flows in multi flow environment and some flows randomly monopolies; and iii) Third, we modify this TCP variant according to the priority-based protocol developed and demonstrate that flows that carry critical data are given priority compared to non-prioritized flows when congestion is anticipated. This paper is organized into 6 sections with focus on: related work in section 2, proposed PFCP algorithms in section 3, simulation setup for PFCP in section 4, results and discussions in section 5 and conclusion in section 6

2. RELATED WORK

Several flow control and congestion control algorithms are proposed for IoT paradigm. A mechanism for congestion control in IoT called packet discarding based on node clustering (PDNC) is suggested in [22], where congestion is controlled by discarding selected packets. The packets to discard are based on data size larger than 60 bytes or with time to live field 0. This method ensures lower packet loss percentage and lower end to end delay in comparison with the original method.

A network system is proposed in [23], where the authors concentrate on information centric networking based architecture instead of existing transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) based architecture. Here a dynamic congestion control mechanism is used to transmit the data packet. A data packet is delivered with appropriate time delay according to priority level, life time and content popularity. Caching partition is made based on content popularity. Congestion rate is reduced through diminished data traffic and high performance is achieved with low packet drop rate, high cache hit rate and throughput.

TCP congestion control for IoT over heterogeneous network model called Siam is designed in [24] using Markov decision process. Here congestion window is updated by calculating probability of packet loss and packet delay. Congestion window size is reduced during CA_Loss state where packets sent are lost due to congestion and CA_Recovery state where duplicate sequence numbers are received. The results of simulation show maximum window size, in-flight bytes and transmitted bytes for Siam compared to TCP variants veno, scalable, yeah, illinois and westwood plus.

An adaptive congestion control for IoT is proposed in [25] by improving random early detection (RED) algorithm based on Bell type fuzzy membership function. This algorithm automatically adjusts the probability of packet loss according to the network environment. The packets with lower curve probability are discarded, which can reduce congestion and improve utilization of link compared to RED which discards packets with high linear probability. The proposed algorithm assures high throughput, low packet loss and delay compared to S-RED, F-RED, BLUE and RED algorithms.

A policy for congestion control based on IoT is introduced in [26] where the transmission rate is adjusted according to the requirement of IoT device by combining both reactive and proactive congestion control policies. Here a new congestion window initialization mechanism is proposed based on changes in available bandwidth and delay. Initial window size is made as BW/α where BW is available bandwidth and α is sensitivity factor instead of 1 maximum segment size (MSS). The proposed method also includes adaptation of TCP to utilize available bandwidth according to the application demand and also maintains steady state by incrementing congestion window by a factor x, where x is calculated based on the product of current round-trip time (RTT) and slow start threshold (ssthresh). The proposed method yields better results in terms of throughput and inter-protocol fairness.
A congestion avoidance routing protocol based on priority is proposed in [27] for IoT based wireless body area networks. Here data traffic is classified into two types normal and emergency traffic, emergency packets are labeled with priority and are scheduled for transmission by using shortest hop count route. The proposed protocol assures that emergency packets are routed with minimum delay and higher throughput.

A link level flow control protocol based on priority is specified in IEEE standard 802.1Qbb [28], it is applicable for data center bridging network. When receiver buffer overflows, it sends pause frame to sender nodes. The pause frame contains pausing time interval. PFCP allows different pausing time based on class of service, which is derived based on individual priority of flows.

3. PROPOSED PFCP ALGORITHMS

PFCP algorithms are developed at source, destination and router level, source level algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The applications such as health monitoring system, temperature tracking in nuclear systems that are running at the source IoT device calculate the priority of the flow based on criticality of data and furnishes this information to underlying transport protocol. Options field used for priority in the header is marked as ‘prio’ if it is of high priority based on information received from application layer. Destination level algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The receiver copies the priority information of the received segment into its corresponding acknowledgment packet (ACK) segment. The PFCP is designed in such a way that there is minimum computation at source and destination as they are constrained with respect to memory and processing capabilities.

Router level algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The router checks the queue occupancy and if current queue size is below the threshold Th, then enters flow control phase otherwise it will be in normal phase, during flow control phase ACK segments marked with ‘prio’ are not disturbed but segments not marked with ‘prio’ are to undergo window tailoring. In this phase receiver window size of segments not marked with ‘prio’ is tailored proportionate to available bandwidth as mentioned in (1):

\[
BA = BW - U
\]

\[
Wr_n = BA/BW \times Wr
\]

\[
Wr = \text{Maximum} (Wr_n, 1 \text{ MSS})
\]

where BA is available bandwidth, BW is Bandwidth of the link, U is used bandwidth, Wr is receiver window size, and Wrn is new receiver window calculated. The set of equations make sure that Wr is at least made equal to 1 MSS. The reduction in the receiver window size of non-prioritized segments alleviates congestion and more bandwidth is given to packets with high priority there by achieving flow control based on priority. The flow diagram of the protocol is depicted in Figure 4.
4. **RESEARCH METHOD: SIMULATION SETUP FOR PFCP**

   IoT system is built over LiFi containing VLC links in NS3 by using IoT protocol stack and VLC module [29]. It consists of ten source nodes (S1 to S10), ten sink nodes (R1 to R10) connected via two gateway nodes (G1 and G2) in dumbbell shape topology as shown in Figure 5. Network layer protocol for IoT namely 6LoWPAN [30], is installed on all nodes with IPv6 addressing scheme. The source nodes are connected to gateways through VLC channels. Transmitter and Receiver devices are attached to each VLC channel. The two gateway nodes are connected using point to point wired Link. The Sink nodes are also connected to gateway through point-to-point wired links. The network parameter values used for simulation are as shown in Table 1. BulkSend applications namely flow1to flow10 are run between source nodes S1 to S10 and receiver nodes R1 to R10 respectively. The channels are set with error model such that receiver error value (Rerror) is 0.0 in first case and 0.1 in second case.

5. **RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

   The simulation is run in three stages: stage 1, stage 2 and stage3. In stage 1, only flow 1 is run between source node S1 and sink node R1 (single flow), the simulation is run for 100 seconds in both error free and error prone cases (Rerror 0.0 and Rerror 0.1) by considering the TCP variants viz NewReno, Vegas,
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Veno, Bic, Scalable, Hybla, HTCP, HighSpeed, Illinois, Yeah, Westwood and Westwood plus. Figure 6 shows the plot of goodput values for TCP-variants considered in the research work with respect to flow 1. It is evident from the resulting graph that TCP-HighSpeed exhibits highest goodput of 364.63 Kbps in first case and fairly well i.e., 33.19 Kbps in second case since it is basically designed to increase throughput in high bandwidth network like VLC. Hence we use TCP high speed in the next stages of simulation.

Figure 6. Goodput of TCP Variants in error free and error prone network

In the second stage flow1 to flow10 are run between source nodes S1 to S10 and receiver nodes R1 to R10 respectively (multi flow). The simulation is run for 100 seconds using TCP HighSpeed as the transport layer protocol. The goodput of each flow from flow1 to flow10 is plotted as shown in Figure 7 in both cases. It is noticed that flow4, flow10 and flow1 exhibit maximum goodput of 215.55 Kbps, 213.46 Kbps and 203.96 Kbps respectively in error free case and flow5, flow8 and flow9 exhibit maximum goodput of 18.62 Kbps, 15.89 Kbps and 14.28 Kbps respectively in error prone case. This random flow monopolization behavior of TCP makes it infeasible for the scenarios where we need to prioritize particular flows that are critical.

Figure 7. Goodput of flows with TCP Highspeed in error free and error prone network

The packet delivery ratio (PDR) of each flow is as depicted in Figure 8. It is apparent that flow 2 exhibits PDR of 99.02% which is slightly more than other flows in error free case, and PDR of flow1 is 83.57% in error prone case (highest among all flows). Thus, we observe maximum PDR for some random flows in TCP HighSpeed. In the third stage, PFCP is employed on all source, router and receiver nodes by modifying TCP HighSpeed. Flow4 and flow 9 are made prioritized flows out of the 10 flows. The simulation is run for 100 seconds. The goodput of each flow from flow1 to flow10 is plotted as shown in Figure 9 in both cases. It is apparent from the plot that flow 9 and flow 4 have highest goodput of 426.24 Kbps and 416.48 Kbps respectively in error free case and 52.4 Kbps and 51.96 Kbps in 10% error prone case compared
to other flows. This is due to tailoring of receiver window for non-prioritized flows during congestion. Thus, flows that carry critical data assure highest data transmission compared to non-prioritized flows.

The packet delivery ratio (PDR) of each flow employing PFCP is shown in Figure 10. Flow 4 and flow 9 have PDR of 100% and 99.97% which is slightly more than that of other flows. Thus, PFCP also ensures maximum PDR for prioritized flows compared to non-prioritized flows. The results prove that in TCP HighSpeed flows monopolies randomly whereas prioritized flows dominate when PFCP is employed.

Figure 8. PDR of flows with TCP HighSpeed in error free and error prone network

Figure 9. Goodput of flows with PFCP in error free and error prone network

Figure 10. PDR of flows with PFCP in error free and error prone network
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

Modification to TCP protocol called PFPC is suggested to cater to the need of priority for flows that carry critical data in IoT environment built on LiFi. The protocol developed is aimed at reducing the receiver window size of non-prioritized flows without affecting that of prioritized flows to enforce flow control during congestion. At first, TCP variants viz NewReno, Vegas, Veno, Bic, Scalable, Hybla, HTCP, HighSpeed, Illinois, Yeah, Westwood and Westwood plus were evaluated with reference to the performance parameter goodput in both error free and error prone cases in IoT with VLC medium for a single flow scenario. It was found that in error free case, TCP HighSpeed achieves highest goodput of 364.63 Kbps and also performs well in error prone case with goodput of 33.19 Kbps compared to other flows. Later, in multi flow environment TCP HighSpeed was used as a transport layer protocol to evaluate goodput and PDR of each flow and it was noticed that some flows monopolize the network, even though they are not associated with any priority. Finally, PFPC has been employed by modifying TCP High speed. This approach assures that flows with priority have increased goodput and slightly increased PDR compared to non-prioritized flows. The protocol developed can be implemented in real time for IoT applications that require priority during transmission. The protocol can be augmented with security since IoT devices are prone to attacks and also the memory and processing constraints of IoT systems must be considered during this enhancement.
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